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REASONS FOR DECISION 

1. The Trial Division of the University of Toronto Tribunal was convened on 

April 30, 2015 to consider charges advanced by the University of Toronto (the 

"University") against - (A■) -ra (the "Student") under the Code of 

Behaviour on Academic Matters (the "Code"). 

PART 1 - THE CHARGES 

2. The Student is charged with three offences under the Code: 

(1) On or about December 2, 2013, you knowingly represented as your own an 

idea or expression of an idea, and/or the work of another, in an essay that 

you submitted for academic credit in GGR365H5S: Trade and Globalization 

(the "Course"), contrary to section B.1.1 (d) of the Code. 

(2) On or about December 2, 2013, you knowingly obtained unauthorized 

assistance in connection with an essay that you submitted for academic 

credit in the Course, contrary to section B.1.1 (b) of the Code. 

(3) In the alternative, on or about December 2, 2013, you knowingly engaged in 

a form of cheating, academic dishonesty or misconduct, fraud or 

misrepresentation not otherwise described in the Code in order to obtain 

academic credit or other academic advantage of any kind, in connection with 

an essay you submitted for academic credit in the Course, contrary to section 

B.l.3(b) of the Code. 

PART2 - AGREEDSTATEMENTOFFACTSAND PLEA 

3. At the outset of the hearing, Discipline Counsel advised that the University 

and the Student had entered into an Agreed Statement of Facts. The Agreed 

Statement of Facts is attached hereto as Appendix "A". 
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4. Pursuant to the Agreed Statement of Facts, the Student pied guilty to all 

three charges listed above. Discipline Counsel advised that if the Tribunal 

accepted the plea on either of the first two charges then the University withdrew 

the third charge. 

5. The Student admitted that she purchased an essay for use in the Course 

(the "Purchased Essay"), and that she knowingly obtained unauthorized 

assistance and represented as her own work, the work of another person in 

submitting an essay in the Course (the "Review Essay"). The particular 

admissions are as follows: 

(a) She copied four full paragraphs directly from the Purchased Essay; 

(b) She copied the ideas and expressions in the book and back page 

of the Goldin/Reinert Book; 

(c) She failed to attribute these verbatim and nearly verbatim excerpts 

appropriately; and 

(d) She did so to obtain academic credit in GGR365H5S, and with the 

intention that the University rely on it as containing her own work 

and ideas in considering the appropriate academic credit to be 

assigned to her work. 

6. The Student was in attendance via Skype as she was currently residing in 

her home country of China and confirmed that she pied guilty to the charges as 
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provided for in the Agreed Statement of Facts. She was also represented by 

counsel in Toronto, who was in attendance in person at the hearing. 

7. The details of the charges are set out in the Agreed Statement of Facts 

and supported by the documents contained in the Joint Book of Documents. The 

essential elements of the charges and the supporting facts are set out below. 

PART 3 - THE FACTS UNDERLYING THE CHARGES 

8. In the Fall of 2013, the Student enrolled in the Course, which was taught 

by Professor Pierre Desrochers. The syllabus for the Course, which the Student 

received, advised the students that they would be required to submit their papers 

to Turnitin.com for review of textual similarity. The syllabus also discussed the 

issue of "academic integrity/honesty or academic offences" with a reference to 

the Code. 

9. The academic requirements for the Course provided for the submission of 

a 15-page essay or book review, which would be worth 40% of the final grade in 

the Course. Professor Desrochers approved the topic for essay or book review 

of each student. Once approval was obtained, the Student was then required to 

submit a formal paper proposal, which the Professor graded and returned to the 

Student (the "Review Essay Proposal"). The Review Essay Proposal, due on 

September 30, 2014, was worth 5% of the Course mark. 

10. The Student emailed Professor Desrochers on September 18, 2013 to 

identify a book that she had chosen for her book review. On September 24, 

2013, the Student again emailed Professor Desrochers to advise him that she 
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had changed her book choice to a book called Globalization for Development: 

Trade, Finance, Aid, Migration and Policy by Ian Goldin and Kenneth Reinert (the 

"Golden/Reinert Book"). Professor Desrochers approved this book choice. 

11. As required, the Student submitted her Review Essay Proposal on the 

Goldin/Reinert Book, which was marked and returned to her. 

12. On November 16, 2013, an individual named James Risdon advised the 

University that he was aware that a student in a geography course at the 

University of Toronto was attempting to cheat in such course by paying someone 

to write a paper for him/her in GGR365, Trade and Globalization. Mr. Risdon 

indicated that he subscribed to a company that takes orders for freelance writers 

to compose papers for students. 

13. Mr. Risdon provided certain details of the basis for his concern. He 

provided the instructions that had been given with respect to this paper, including 

the need for a Review Essay on a book called "Ian Glodin" [sic] and Kenneth 

Reinert (2007) Globalization for Development: Trade, Finance, Aid, Migration and 

Policy. World Bank Publications. Second Edition." 

14. The instructions provided by the student were: "It is a 40% essay, please 

right [sic] it in good quality, and also quote anything that is not in your own words, 

because this assignment will hand in on Turnitin.com!!! Please send me the 

finished essay by Nov 20, 2013." The instructions also indicated that there would 

be "absolutely NO copy/paste NO plagiarism". 
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15. In his email, Mr. Risdon also attached the review essay evaluation sheet 

from the Course, which is identical to the document provided by Professor 

Desrochers to students in that Course. He also provided the Review Essay 

Proposal, which was identical to the Review Essay Proposal submitted by the 

Student, but for the title and Student's name and Student number as well as UTM 

Department of Geography 2013 GGR365H5S: Trade and Globalization 15-page 

review essay detailed instructions, which is the same as that provided to the 

students in the Course. 

16. The electronic metadata for the documents revealed that Professor 

Desrochers is the author of the Review Essay evaluation sheet, the Student is 

the author of the posted Review Essay Proposal, and the Student is the author of 

the posted essay instructions. 

17. On December 2, 2013, the Student submitted the Review Essay entitled 

Globalization for Development: Trade, Finance, Aid, Migration and Policy. 

18. On February 19, 2014, the Student attended a meeting with the Dean's 

designate via Skype, as she was out of the country. She denied that she had 

paid to have an original essay created for her for the course. Upon being told 

that the University had email evidence substantiating the allegations, the Student 

admitted to having purchased an essay. 

PART 4 - DECISION ON CHARGES 

19. The Tribunal reviewed the Agreed Statement Facts, the documents in 

support thereof and considered the submissions of Discipline Counsel and 
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counsel for the Student. After deliberations, the Tribunal determined the 

evidence proved Charges 1 and 2, and accepted the guilty plea entered by the 

Student. 

20. As a result, the University withdrew Charge 3. The Tribunal makes no 

findings or determinations with respect to this Charge. 

PART 5 - PENALTY 

21. The University and the Student submitted a Joint Submission on Penalty. 

The Joint Submission on Penalty is attached to these Reasons as Appendix 

"B". It submits that the University Tribunal impose the following sanctions on the 

Student: 

(a) a final grade of zero in GGR365H5S in the 2013 Fall term; 

(b) a suspension from the University to commence April 30, 2015, and 

to end April 29, 2020; and 

(c) a notation of the sanction on her academic record and transcript 

from the date of the Order until her graduation from the University. 

22. The parties further submitted that it is appropriate for the University 

Tribunal to report this case to the Provost for publication on a notice of the 

Decision of the Tribunal and the sanction or sanctions imposed in the University 

newspapers, with the name of the Student withheld. 
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23. In oral submissions, Discipline Counsel emphasized the seriousness of 

the offence, including that the Student purchased an original essay, a fact which 

cannot be readily detected by professors at the University. In th is case, the 

Student's wrongdoing likely would have gone undetected but for the information 

provided by Mr. Risdon. The offence requires that the University impose strong 

sanctions to reflect both the seriousness of the offence, its effect on the 

University environment and the need to provide for general deterrence. 

24. The Tribunal is mindful that there is a high threshold for rejecting a Joint 

Submission on Penalty. To reject such a submission, the Tribunal would have to 

hold that accepting the Joint Submission on Penalty would bring the 

administration of justice into disrepute. This is not such a case. 

25. Discipline Counsel referred the Tribunal to cases in which students were 

charged with and pied guilty to the purchase of essays. The leading authority on 

the sanctions for the purchased essay offences is the Discipline Appeals Board' s 

decision in University of Toronto v. ~ ~nd J9 (Case Nos. 596, 597 & 

598; February 6, 2012). In that case, the Discipline Appeals Board concluded 

that purchased essay offences are "about as serious as can be committed in a 

University setting". The Appeals Board directed that the working assumption 

should be that expulsion from the University is generally the appropriate sanction 

for these offences. The Discipline Appeals Board set out the factors to consider 

but did note that each case must be decided on its own facts. 
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26. As Discipline Counsel noted, this case is instructive but not dispositive as 

the Student only used part of the Purchased Essay and did complete much of the 

Assignment on her own. This distinguishes the case from most purchased essay 

offences and supports a lesser sentence than the working assumption of 

expulsion. 

27. As Discipline Counsel submitted, an aggravating factor in this case is that 

the Student had a prior offence. There were, however, also several mitigating 

factors, including that the Student admitted guilt early on at the Dean's meeting, 

cooperated with the University and pied guilty to the charges. The Student also 

had a difficult year personally that included health problems as well as the 

acrimonious divorce of her parents, which the student was forced to mediate 

during the night (which is daytime in China). These mitigating factors support the 

reasonableness of the penalty and not the harsher penalty of expulsion. 

28. The agreed upon penalty reflects the seriousness of the offence, its effect 

on the University and the objective of general deterrence. It also appropriately 

takes into account the nature of this offence as a "partial" purchased essay and 

the mitigating factors. 

PART 6 - THE ORDER 

29. The University Tribunal makes the following order: 

(a) a final grade of zero in GGR365H5S in the 2013 Fall term; 
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(b) a suspension from the University to commence April 30, 2015, and 

to end April 29, 2020; 

(c) a notation of the sanction on her academic record and transcript 

from the date of the Order until her graduation from the University; 

and 

(d) that it is appropriate for the University Tribunal to report this case to 

the Provost for publication on a notice of the Decision of the 

Tribunal and the sanction or sanctions imposed in the University 

newspapers, with the name of the Student withheld. 

~ ,-( t ,,..,-· .. 
DATED at Toronto thi£ - d. ay of :J ~' / '--'i ,, 1 

Ala l1~£ 
Dena \Yarah, Co-Chair 

, 2015. 
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THE UNIVERSITY TRIBUNAL 

THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO 

· iN tHE MATTER OF charges of academic dishonesty filed on November 27, 2014, 
. . 

ANO IN THE MATTER OF the University of Toronto Code of Behc1viour on Academic Matters, 1995, · 

. ANP IN TH~ f.llATTER OF the University of Toronto Act, 197"1, 8 .0. 1971, c. 56 as am. $ ;0. 1978, c. 88 · 

·: BETWEEN: 

· • THE.UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO 

- and -

AGREEo :sTATEMENT OF FACTS . . . . ~ . . 

I 

- l 

' i 



r 

... I •• 

2 

· Notice of hearing,. charges and admission of misconduct A. 

-2 . · Ms .. • ad~its that she received reasonable notice of the hearing. The notice of 

headng is included in the JBD at Tab . 

· 3 . · ' . Ms: . admit~ that she received a copy of the {iharges fi led by the Provost on 

Noveni:bei: J~7. '.2014 ... The charges arejncluded in the'.JBD Tab ; Ms . • waives the 
; .. . ·. . . .. ·. . , •· .· . . . . .. · ·. . . ' . .· . 

= r~aging of the charges fil.ed against her, and pleads guilty to all 3. charges. 

4, . · !f the Tribunal convicts' Ms. 8 . ori oharges #1 and #2, the Pro~ost will withdraw 

__ :cti_atQ~ ,#3-:" : : · . 
. •' .. 

. -~. ·;• <; .. 
_{3: : ·. f:. 6i;>py 6,f Ms. lll's. ic~d~fu.icrec6rd"_~~teei fet>ruaQ' 27; :2015, is found in the 

'·· :-'~ -' _,.··-·✓ @.PA~ T~b~:~ At 'a1i material_ tii:n~s Ms/9 -~w-a$ a r~gistere~ -~tude,nt a~ the Universify oJ . . _: 
-~;:~•~--- •:•:·~::';~~~~~ .. ~1.-: .. ii~;i~•:M.:,: .~:.:-~~-• ,• ••-' ~ • • .. _'· ' •, •.'- :1(" M•:.:,,. ~-1 O --~- .. :••,,\••·~• ~~ ·::,••:•-•, ;: •·• ' I Ml•• I O,: • ·_. • •,• • 1 •• j: 

;. X : ,.: .. : J.~ri;t~.r-i~rl•~au ga •. Ms'.' 111 'fi'-"\ r0$istey~,(f 8\ tf!~. u ilrv¢tsity of T oionto MissisS",uga ' .. 

, , 

' 
·•.: ·•·•-· .: . ... ·; 

. --~·' ; <: . . : ·,--i: :_ l 
· i · :::,; · · "i,. •·-: 1 

. ..... ,: <.'.· ·.'.:: . .:. . .: : . 
. · .. ,·:: . ':-.~;·\· ·. :t<';:. , .. . 

. , ·\., ' ' :\. - . ~ : . ; 

._;:;'.:.,:- :.' ... ;: .'.•:/~,:I-~ 

··· ,::-Jit·l ··' > ·· · :· :-:{ · .; -:·: .. _, ':_.. . · 
· · .,._,.~ :m =,tbe -·JBD;:at ,Tab 4. ,.-

.. _:: : __ ·.,,:- . . ' 

.,Jil t~t:::, -· . 
'':. "i 
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.of ~extual similarity and detection of possible plagiarism. The syllabus also included a 

lengthy . di~cussion of "academic integrity/honesty or academic offenses", with a 

reference ~o and a quote from -the preamble to the Code and _ an emphasis on the 

· cre_ation _of "an atmosphere of fairness an_d honesty, in which people can learn a
nd 

. : · receive appropriate credft for work that .they have done:' 
. . . . . . . . . 

G; . . . Thi) f]oqk R£Wiew . . . . · .. 
8. , . .The academic requirements for the Course required the submission ot a 15-page . 

. . . . . ,· ~- ,.· .•. . : . . : . . . 

: :essay or book review which Was worth 40% of the· final grade in the Course .. The choice 

· · · · · -of topic fot . tlie essay . or . book -review was required fo be approved by Professor 
,. .. . . ' '. . . . . . 

· ,.Desrochers. 

-·• · ' ~ · · '.°' Once -a student obtained ,c:tpproval ·for .theirtopic ·or book, they were required to 

·.· • !''/ 'J ~;mila ~;m~I Qapef Ptb po~ai, r,hi¢h was ~rad~d and r~tµrned to the student t'Revlew 

; . . ; 

J:na · w· s a·. •· pq;-_S$ptemper:$0,: 2Qi$. · • ... 

·':';l1~~~tc1;~Jiltili~r, . ,, < fr . . , , .. \ . . .. ... .· , .. , 
~ · · ,, :··fwr~~-J~~-~19nm,ent~i: ·:with · attachf.ne11ts;· As ;_- > ,·· ·:. 

-. .·,,, " '.• 

~•.: .· <':' r=::: . 

:, :· ,\ 
,._ hzat1on · ·The ··Makmg of ·world, - · -- i 

!;~%~}:f }f[~}(}?,:}t}\i}\?\ ;. {:)/?:·f:·•. ;J: •. ":, 

. '~1tt~9,f Jf ~f rtp atTtb6,r·••·. . .'.:. ; 
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Development: Trade. Finance. Aid. Migration. and Policy by Ian Goldin and Kenneth 

Reinert (Goldin Reinart 8oof') Profossor Oe.srochors c\pproved this bool,. A copy at 

this emaH exchange is it')cfuded in the .JBD at Tab 7. 

·. 13. , . ~:S, 1■ submitted !tEH Rovlew Essay Propos-al cm the Gofdin Reineii Book as 

required(''• Revf.0w Essay Proposal"). It was marked arid rntumed to h~r. 

·14., Or:t N.,.wember l6, 2013, an indivktuat named .James Rit,don brought to the 

· UniveriS1ty':s ·. attention }1is . ~v,1areness that a . student in a . geogriaphy course at the 

Unlver5rty M .loronJ(~ (vns clttemptirrg hi t.heat. by hfrif'ig someone to write i;, paper for 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 

. him Qr her.Jn G<~R365 Trade a.nd G.tobn!lzaJlon. A copy of.an en,a,{r trqmMr .. 81sdon to 
.·'. :;; .. : . . . . . ·. . . ·. . ·. . . . . 

. . HathfWtrsi;,,,._ C~lair, Dep~~nient . of G~cg'raphy at IJTM. dated Nov.ember ·1:e, 2013, with 
. . . . . . . . . . . . : . . . 

·. three iltl~chJne11t;$,is included in the JBb at Tab· 8, . · .. 
. ·.,,. ·:, · . .. ;,. : ... : . .· . · . . . •. .. :•. · .•· : . . · . . 

tt!iii~J:~-{ai~f Ij!$~n:Pmvi:_:
9 
;,tr:u?:!ryPt:;i~i > ; ?': > ? •·.• .... · · : · \' ·· ... · .• ... ·•• .. •• •. • · •• .. · · . 

(,if;;X.;.?: ~/{'{-/:/\):} '};; a><} j.'.Re :subscrioed .. to. a 'vOrnpany that fffrms ciur orders: t6r ess~ys to . freelance, 
... '.. ·~ .,... .. . . - . , '· ·,. . . 

-.· .. ·r:-~:·:· .. . ·: .. ·. •· : .. -:~ · ... ' 

. . ' . . 

~.-r:·, ·:•·. 

. . ~- ··. ·.: 

,b ,J·~-·,t~P~9t1c , tQP!<t .:::-.: · ... 

• . t 
• -·,;,_t 

"' '· ·. 

'.\:.: . . · . 
~ . . : . 

.. ;gjt:~ ~ L ,.ir: ·. • . •·· .. 
.. , . .. . : .. :: ... : : . 
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(e) . . Special instructions described the neeq for a review essay on a boo!< 

called: ''Ian Gladin, [sic] & Kenneth Reinert. (2007). Globalization for 

Development: Trade, Finance, Aid, Migration, and Policy. World Bank 

Publications. Se~on:d Edition." These instructions further indicated: "It is 

. 40% €$say, .pfeas:e please right it in good quality, and also quote anything 

··• , that_ is f!Qt . your .own words, because this assignment will hand fn on 

.·· Tu.rnitin.coni!!! Please .send me the finished essay by Nov 20, 2013." 

(f) ·AdditionaL instructions from the essay company to its freelance writers 
. . - . . 

... cautioned .. that a . minimum mark of 70% must be achieved to warrant ' . • .• . ~ > . . . . ' . . 

· payrp~nt,, th.pt . there be.llabsolute·ly .NO copy/paste, NO plagiarism'' and 

t~aphe ~~~lg~rheht .must be properly·sourced. 

{g)_::': .iJ.hr.~:~~qocym~nt ~ttaChment$ were provided With Mr. Ri$don's ·etnqil; . 

t~li~i~&~f '.mt i'~ f ;irif r~va/yation ·.sh;~t ·.'" Gc,R 365t{5 • CRosl~~ ' R~Vi~~ ·. 

'·. )\~ .' ·' :·\, ;--,- .H.~u,9.~·;Sheef') ,{f~u.rid .at Tab, i3A of :the \JBQ( .>fhis 'i$ .- . 

t~l:ir ··!~t "llittiilii;;;::!i ;~!i;~1~~t1it,;.::I~\ ·· .,·· 
. ,, ...... • . .. ·.',· ' 

.. ·.·• ...... ·- . ·: ... 
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Essay Instructions") (found at Tab BC of the JBD). This document 

has the same content as is found in Tab 5 of the JBD at page 4 -

16. · Ms, • submitted a Review Essay on December 2, 2013 entitled Globalization 

for Development: Trade, Finance, Aid, Migration, and Policy ("Review Essay"). A 

copy of the Review Essay is included in the JBD at Tab 9. A copy of the Turnitin 

Originaiity Report for the Review Essay is included in ttie JBD at Tab 9A. 

. 17. Attach.ed to the .Review Essay (following page 21) was the . Review Essay 
. . 

Proposal. the first page of this document. is . Identical (except for the title and 

student's r,ame .and · studt;?nt number) to the .:Posted Review Essay Proposal 
._. .•. ·. . . . 

attactled Jo .th.e · ·ema:ii · from. Mr. Ri$don as · the• second attachment (described in 
. . . . ; . .· . . 

· paragr'c3JJ.h) 5(g)(ii) above) and found fit Tab 88), 

. ·.) 18. \ ·· The · el~cfronic •.metadata for: the foliov,virig :documents reveals the following 

... :;. : ·.' .; 

.Sheet · 

~ ")·,:. 
- ···: ·. 

' ' 

I ;thff ~fy,i~~;:~s ·, ,. ,. i ~lu~!lbr:i ,Sh?$t is'jncluded.Jn the :: 
. ·.,:·.·.·.·., . . •.· •;, 

'. _·;/ ' ·. "! ... · : ~- .: . ·,· . . .... : ""=, ;. 

,,·\ , .. _J t.)_e ,:R9ste'd .. 8e~iew · ·. ; 
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19. On February 19, 2014, Ms. ia attended a meeting with the Dean's Designate 

via Skype, as she was in China. Ms . .. first explained that she had asked a 

friend to help her o:Ut with grammar in the essay, and to help her polish it.. · She 

denied paying her friend for that assistance. Upon being toid that the University 

had email evidence in which Ms . • requested an essay".and offered to pay 

$140 to purchase it, Ms . • admitted to having purchased an essay (the 

"Purchased Essay") .. 

20. · Ms . • admits that she knowingly obtained · unauthorized assistance for her 

. ReviJ~W Essay by purchasing the Purchased Essay from a commercial :~ssay 

, ·. writing service. .· •,. 

,f 1. . .· Ms:: • . admits that she knowingly represented clS her own the, ~ark .of i;lnother 
· ·: ,· ·. :-

">'. _· .•. ·: · ., , .,, ·· .. ·p:~r~cm/ a.~d. the i~$as i;l~d ~xpr.essiofl of idE;}ai of another, per~ori, QY ·submitting 

j,t{f ii'~;\'.~1;1lill l:!¥~~1{f i~kM~:f 9~.·~ 4~~1~~1~,:ai~~vi~~;~~~t, C ·. . .·.·. / ·.·•••· ' .. ·· · ·. •··• · 1 

,. -'(~~. ;:'. /t~Jivi~.$-'.9?Pi~9. :!~ur. .tuU ·· P..~f.~.tJi'~P~&._,~!!:i~t!y Ji-~ritJ~~ _'~µ(chased E:ssa,.y thar . ; 

t.i\,1.,;(i'.•;;, .;;:,:i l \l <<•(i'if if. '''rt~iiil[~~~ijitirtf ,1~ ·• , \ ·. . .. ···.:,.i 
.~, .. •1- , fJ1p,$ed.,, .· . ,··. i 

. '1. 

dn ·greerf:irFtfie '· .: a..· :: ·1 ilt~:~~,ir~i:~t: ' ·· . 

;.,,., .... 
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(c) · having failed to attribute these verbatim and nearly verbatim excerpts 

appropriately using quotation. marks or other appropriate means; 

(d) · · to obtain academic credit in GGR365H5S; and 

(e) · viith the intention that the University rely on it as containing her own work 

. arid ideas in considering the appropriate academic credit to be assigned to 

her work. 

· ~3. M$. 9 admits that ihe knowingly: 

(a) obtained . unauthorjzed. assistance in the completion of the Review Essay 

.· ·cor1tr_ary to section R l.·1 (bj .bf th? Code; and 

: (b) < c9mrnitted plagiarism in· re~p~qt of.the Revie~ Essay, contrary to section 
. . : - . ' _. . . . . . . 

. : ~. B.J.t(d) of the Code: .· 
• 0 • ~ ' • ' 0 .• ' H • • • • . • 

.·, \ •, 

; 
'•i .. 

:. i 

"., :i 

. ! 
.:_;• ' 

•,,,:. . • . • , • ,;_ '·. ', ·_i" ;':. . -~ 

. :: • .,\~: . • -~ ~- . .. :··::~::; . --~•.:. ~• ·;."' .'l , •' ,:•-,· ~: ·· ~: .·/;, .. , ·.: .. ; · .. .,,. ' ', · .j 

; , . : 
. ·."':·. 
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THE UNIVERSITY TRIBUNAL 
THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO 

IN THE MATTER OF charges of academic dishonesty filed on November 27, 2014• 

h · on Academic Matters, AND IN THE MATTER OF the University of Toronto Code of Be avwur 
1995, 

S O 1971 c 56 as amended AND Ulf THE MATTER OF the University of Toronto Act, 1971, · · , · 
S.O. 1978, C. 88 

BETWEEN: 
THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO 

-AND-

JOINT SUBMISSION ON PENAL TY 

1. ·. For the purposes ot the sanction pha.se of this hearing under the Code of 

Behaviour on Academic Matters ("Code 11), the University of Toronto (the "University") 

Etnd - - have. prepared this Joint Submission on Penalty . 

• The Provost and Ms, 7111 $ubmit that the appr9priate . penalty in all the 
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:· _3. · : .The Parties f urther submit that it is appropriate for the Tribunal to report this case 

,/ <ftry¢ .fro~ost for publication of a notice of the decision of the Tribunal and the sanction 

.-?o( s~nbti6ris imposed in the University newspapers, with the name of the student 
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